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Executive Summary
This Deliverable specifies the reference audio processing for use in the ORPHEUS content creation
and consumption chain, and documents the implementation of the respective tools required for that.
ORPHEUS’ object-based broadcasting signal chain is described as 5 links: capture, editing and mixing,
distribution, provision, and reception.
In the “capture” part, there is considerable signal processing involved in converting microphone
signals from compact microphone arrays into something suitable for handling by the production
system. The use of RFID tags to improve the reliability of metadata and the speed and accuracy of
configuring the processing is also described.
In the “editing and mixing” link, tools have been developed for recording, replaying, verifying and
extracting ADM metadata. Rendering of object-based audio in the production workstation is
expected to go through a small number of phases, depending on, for example, the availability of
standardised renderers from the ITU-R.
Constraints on production techniques using personalisation are expected to draw on experience from
previous work, and be evaluated during the pilots. Studies on intelligibility by organisations outside
the project are being monitored such that the incorporation of measurement tools from them into
the Orpheus chain might take place.
Control room design has to evolve, in particular to accommodate more loudspeakers, and more
flexible monitoring.
In the “distribution” link, it is anticipated that there will be ‘object funnelling’, whereby the number
of objects has to be reduced. The situation has not yet arisen where number of simultaneous objects
in different positions exceeds the capacity available, but it is acknowledged that this must be
handled, or prevented.
Legal compliance, and the requirements of archiving are relatively simply addressed in ORPHEUS.
In the “provision” link, most signal processing is defined by international standards, substantiated
with formal test data. Work by ORPHEUS members continues in the ITU-R to improve the subjective
test methods to be more suitable for assessing the performance of object-based spatial audio
systems, and thereby provide additional guidance for setting up provision (coding) systems.
In “reception” the main flexibility is in personalisation. Work is still taking place to define the
behaviour of devices in response to listener and broadcaster personalisation inputs (such as dynamic
range control).
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1

Overview of audio processing in content creation and
consumption

This Deliverable specifies the reference audio processing for use in the ORPHEUS content creation
and consumption chain, and documents the implementation of the respective tools required for that.
A large part of the signal processing required for the ORPHEUS’ object-based broadcasting chain has
now been defined, either by use of open international standards, or as a result of development by
the partners. Tools have been created to record and replay ADM metadata, and it is possible to
record, edit, and reproduce object-based audio in the studio to a high quality. These fit into the
implementation, which is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Overview of ORPHEUS implementation

There are five stages within the content creation and consumption process in which significant audio
processing is expected. These are as follows:
Capture (signal acquisition)
Editing and mixing (producing the programme from the acquired signals)
Distribution (the programme path from studio to transmitter)
Provision (transmission or delivery to the audience of the programme)
Reception (listening by the audience)
The remainder of this document is structured along these five stages.
In capture, it is the conversion of microphone signal formats that is significant; in editing and mixing
it is the creation and verification of metadata (including personalisation controls), and the fidelity of
rendering that matters. Distribution and provision have requirements to maintain the technical
quality that is necessary for the destinations of the signals (to the audience, and to the archive).
Finally, on reception, although a lot of the signal processing is defined by existing new standards,
there is work still to be done to explore how personalisation and interaction can, and should, be used
to improve the listeners’ quality of experience.
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2

Capture

2.1

3D Audio Capture with a horizontal circular array

Explanations to the capturing with the circular microphone array in Figure 2 can be found in
Deliverable 3.3.

Figure 2: Example of a cylindrical microphone array

Also the parametric spatial sound processing depicted in Figure 3 is explained in Deliverable D3.3.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the 3D audio capturing algorithm

2.2

Ambient sound capture using a spherical microphone array

More details to the ambient sound capturing algorithm of Figure 4 can be found in Deliverable D3.3.

© 2015 - 2018 ORPHEUS Consortium Parties
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the ambient sound capturing algorithm

2.3

Equalisation of HOA signals acquired with microphone arrays

A frequent complaint with compact microphone arrays, and a major obstacle to their use in the
production of audio content for broadcasting, is the quality or timbre of the recorded signals. This is
primarily caused by the use of digital filters which convert the microphone signals to speaker or
Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA) signals. These filters are typically calculated with the hypothesis that
the microphone array fits a simple mathematical model. For instance, in the case of rigid spherical
microphone arrays (e.g. the Eigenmike®), the microphones are typically assumed to be dimensionless
and baffled by a perfectly rigid sphere. However, calibration measurements show that the acoustic
behaviour of such microphone arrays is significantly different from that predicted using the model.
As the differences between the modelled and actual characteristics of the microphone array vary
across frequencies, so does the overall amount of energy in the acquired signals. Equalisation
problems can also result from a filter design that does not take into account the phenomenon of
spatial aliasing properly.
In order to design HOA-encoding filters (filters converting microphone signals into HOA signals) that
ensure an optimal equalisation, b<>com conducted calibration measurements for three commercially
available microphone arrays: Sennheiser’s AMBEO2, Embrace Cinema’s Brahma and MH Acoustics’
Eigenmike. For each of these three microphone arrays, impulse responses were measured for
hundreds of source directions in a facility designed for measuring Head Related Transfer Functions.
The directional measurements were then used to design specially tailored HOA-encoding filters with
the following process. First, for each frequency, a set of filters was calculated by solving the
optimisation problem:
minimise |B – EG|F ,
where B denotes the matrix of the expected HOA signals for every source direction, G denotes the
matrix of the microphone frequency responses for the same directions, E denotes the matrix of the
encoding filter frequency responses and |.|F denotes the Frobenius norm. Second, the amplitude of
the filters is modified such that the overall energy of the sound scene represented by the HOA
signals, averaged over every source direction, remains constant. This is equivalent to making sure
that the energy of the recorded scene remains constant in the presence of a diffuse sound field.

2

AMBEO is a registered trademark of Sennheiser.
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Figure 5: Average amplitude spectrum of the Ambisonic signals acquired with a Sennheiser AMBEO microphone,
using filters based on calibration measurements and on a theoretical model

The result of this process for the case of the AMBEO microphone is illustrated in Figure 5. The orange
curve represents the average sound field energy obtained when using the digital filters provided by
the manufacturer in the VST plugin accompanying the microphone array. Major fluctuations can be
observed: in particular, the energy is significantly higher than expected above 10 kHz. On the other
hand, the sound energy obtained with the filters optimised using calibration measurements (blue
curve) remains nearly constant over the entire frequency range, with the exception of minor
fluctuations caused by the conversion of the filter frequency responses to the time domain.

2.4

Use of RFID tags to associate accurate metadata with objects

A system has been developed for use in the studio set up in BBC Broadcasting House whereby
presenters can use their BBC ID card to indicate which microphone they are using.
A typical radio talk studio will have several microphones on a circular table, or on either side of a
desk. Knowing which channel on the mixing console is associated with which microphone, and which
microphone with which contributor, has always mattered, but object-based production brings new
possibilities. Because the signals from the microphones are not necessarily mixed together, but
rather are kept as separate objects, it is important to capture and preserve reliable identification
information. This ensures that objects can be processed correctly throughout the production process,
not only for rendering, but for linking to data in the EPG, and beyond into a “resource description
format” (RDF).
BBC ID cards use a standard RFID protocol. Within the Orpheus project, an off-the-shelf card reader
has been used to retrieve data from them, which has then been used to retrieve the corresponding
identity information from the corporate database. This information can then be added to the
metadata associated with the audio object. The advantage of this is that the ID card provides a
© 2015 - 2018 ORPHEUS Consortium Parties
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unique identifier, avoiding confusion between contributors with the same or similar names. This
increases the quality of the metadata.

2.5

Use of RFID tags to configure default audio processing for a
presenter

It is commonplace for a presenter of a radio programme to have their own preferred settings for
voice processing (equalisation and dynamics compression). The use of RFID described in Section 2.4
can also be used to configure default processing that is to be performed in the mixing console on the
signal from their microphone (as opposed to being signalled by metadata).
Automatically configuring this processing reduces the possibility of errors that lead to lower audio
quality.
The processing to that might be applied is beyond the scope of the ORPHEUS project, and this
function has not yet been implemented.

© 2015 - 2018 ORPHEUS Consortium Parties
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3

Editing and mixing

3.1

Rendering used in DAW

The simplest form of renderer would be point source rendering using vector base amplitude panning
(VBAP). The technique is described in Ville Pulkki’s paper “Virtual Sound Source Positioning Using
Vector Base Amplitude Panning” [1]. The BBC has implemented this technique in its own software
library.
Further developments in rendering are anticipated. Studies in the ITU-R are expected to yield a
specification of technical requirements for renderers to be used during programme production, and a
set of standardised renderers that meet those requirements. A fundamental requirement will be that
the renderers accept metadata input according to the ITU-R Audio Definition Model (ADM) [2].
Unfortunately, it is not possible to predict whether this study will be completed in time for its results
to be incorporated into ORPHEUS.
It had been thought that a standardised renderer would also be used as reference in subjective
evaluation of other renderers. The scope of the ITU-R study has had to adapt as a result of pressure
from some participants, and this is no longer part of the scope of the current plan of work. However,
work continues in ITU-R on the development of a subjective test method that does not require a
reference. A working document now exists, enabling the method to be tried, but it is not clear
whether or not the method will be available as a published recommendation before the end of the
ORPHEUS project.
One anticipated outcome of the ITU-R renderer development study is a set of three algorithms that
may be implemented, and an indicator to be conveyed in ADM metadata to show which algorithm
has been used in the production process. A renderer from the set might be expected to indicate
whether it is, or is not, the same renderer as is indicated by the metadata in the stream of data that
it is rendering. It is not clear at this stage how interchangeable the different renderers in the set will
be.
VBAP is not the only rendering technique considered suitable for use in ORPHEUS. An alternative
exists in the MPEG-H 3D audio specification [3]. An implementation of the renderer in compliance
with the standard has been provided by FHG and is being integrated into the Sequoia DAW by Magix
as an internal VST plugin.
Metadata relating to the audio definition model published by ITU-R [2] such as gain, panning in 3
dimensions, language selection, and foreground/background balancing is prevented from being
processed by the internal Sequoia audio engine. Instead of that, in each Sequoia track an instance of
the renderer plugin collects the ADM metadata and sends it to the master instance, which is an insert
in the surround master bus.
Here all metadata is processed and an audio signal is created that includes all the ADM effects, e.g.
panning to various surround loudspeaker setups (switchable to 4+7+03, 4+5+03, 7.1, 5.1, or 2.0) and
realizing the interactivity features.

3

Notation from Recommendation ITU-R BS.2051[4] is used here. A ".1" subwoofer channel is also generated.
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3.2

IRCAM ADM tools

Several stand-alone tools were developed for experimenting with reverberation tracks in ADM files,
but they can also be used for more general ADM recording, playback and rendering. These tools
currently only support a subset of the ADM specifications, but the most common features are
already available. All the tools mentioned below are available for macOS and MS Windows.

3.2.1

ADM Player/Renderer

The main user interface is shown in Figure 6. WAV/BWF/BW64/RF64 files with ADM metadata can be
opened. Summary information about the content of the currently open file is displayed in the list on
the right. Controls for playback are located on the left. Below them, there are level meters for each
audio track in the file and below these there are level meters for the rendered output channels.
On the lower right, the rendering settings can be chosen. Both loudspeaker-based and headphonebased reproduction is possible. For rendering on loudspeakers, VBAP [1] is used. The loudspeaker
setup can be chosen from a predefined set of common loudspeaker setups or by manually specifying
custom loudspeaker positions. Up to 64 loudspeakers are supported. For binaural rendering, HeadRelated Transfer Functions (HRTFs) can be selected from a large set of existing HRTF data.
In the top left corner of the user interface, Open Sound Control (OSC) messages can be enabled
which can for example be used to control an external renderer (while switching the built-in renderer
to “bypass” mode) or further process the metadata generated by the ADM Player. The OSC messages
can either be sent to another application running on the same computer or to another computer on
the network.

© 2015 - 2018 ORPHEUS Consortium Parties
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Figure 6: Main user interface of the ADM Player/Renderer

The “view scene” button opens a window showing the current position of all audio “objects” in the
ADM file, as shown in Figure 7. The scene window also allows interactively moving objects with the
mouse, at least as long as there is no movement data recorded in the ADM file for the given object at
the current time.

© 2015 - 2018 ORPHEUS Consortium Parties
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Figure 7: Scene display of the ADM Player/Renderer playing the file machine-aer_bwf.wav [5].
Left pane: view from above; Right pane: view from behind

3.2.2

ADM Recorder + Monitoring

Figure 8 shows the main window of the ADM Recorder, which contains a built-in renderer for
monitoring. The monitoring settings in the bottom right of the window are the same as for the ADM
Renderer described above. The “configure” button can be used to open a window for editing ADM
metadata as shown in Figure 9. On the top of this window, the programme and content name can be
specified. Below that, a list of “packs” can be set up. Each pack has one of the ADM types “Objects”,
“DirectSpeakers”, “Binaural”, “HOA” and “Matrix”. Note that the last two are currently not
implemented. Each pack can contain one or more “channels”. For “DirectSpeakers”, one of a set of
pre-defined channel-based setups can be selected which populates the channels appropriately. A
“Binaural” pack automatically contains two channels, one for the left and one for the right ear.
Each channel has a unique channel number that can be used together with the routing matrix on the
left side to assign input channels to the desired ADM tracks.
Once the packs and channels are set up as desired, the “arm” button can be used to enable
recording. This will open a scene display window similar to Figure 7 which allows configuration of the
initial positions of all audio objects.
In the top left of the main window, host and port settings can be configured for receiving and
sending OSC messages that can transport ADM metadata between applications and between
computers. All messages that are received via this interface are stored as XML metadata in the
recorded ADM file. This interface can also be used to establish a connection with the ToscA plugin,
see below for more information.

© 2015 - 2018 ORPHEUS Consortium Parties
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Figure 8: Main window of the ADM Recorder

© 2015 - 2018 ORPHEUS Consortium Parties
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Figure 9: Metadata editor and routing matrix

3.2.3

ADM ExtractXML

Given a sound file with ADM metadata, this tool can be used to create a separate XML file containing
only the ADM metadata.

3.2.4

ToscA

ToscA is a plugin for Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs) that allows the recording of automation
tracks for arbitrary parameters that can be sent and received as OSC messages via a network
interface. This tool is not specific to ADM, but it can be used together with the ADM Recorder to
record movements and changing gain values as automation tracks in a DAW. The ADM Recorder can
in turn record those data in the ADM file.

3.3

Loudness control

Loudness measurement in BBC’S ORPHEUS IP Studio is done according to Recommendation ITU-R
BS.1770. Annex 3 to the 4th revision of this specification includes weighting values for all loudspeaker
positions in Recommendation ITU-R BS.2051 [4], derived from a table of weightings for presentation
from any azimuth and elevation angle.
Until the study in ITU-R to develop a truly object-based loudness meter is complete, loudness in the
ORPHEUS project will be measured using a renderer, rendering the objects to channels for a standard
loudspeaker constellation, and then using the channel-based loudness meter to measure the
loudness of the channel-based audio.
Investigations have been done on the difference in loudness that there might be for typical
programme material rendered to different loudspeaker constellations (two-channel stereo, 5© 2015 - 2018 ORPHEUS Consortium Parties
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channel surround, 7+4 surround with height, and so on).

3.3.1

Object-based loudness measurement

One of the major challenges in object-based loudness measurement is that neither the target
loudspeaker setup nor the renderer that will be used on the reproduction site might be known
during production. Thus, a generic object-based loudness measurement algorithm dependent only
on the audio scene itself would be preferred. If that’s not possible or feasible for all potential
configurations, a common measurement procedure for production including adaptation strategies
for distribution and provision would be required. In all cases compatibility with the existing loudness
measurement algorithm in accordance to Recommendation ITU-R BS.1770 is required, as currently
the standard for current channel-based audio productions.
IRT conducted a study based on modifications of the ITU-R BS. 1770 as a starting point to work
towards an object-based loudness measurement algorithm. Three variations of the channel-based
BS.1770 were considered for this.
The first one is modelled very closely on the original loudness measurement algorithm for advanced
sound systems as recommended by the ITU-R [6]. Its slightly simplified block diagram is depicted in
Figure 10. The overall idea here is that the same basic structure as for channel-based loudness
measurement will be used for object-based measurements while using the audio signals of the audio
objects as input signals directly instead of the resulting channel signals of the rendering process. Each
object’s contribution to the loudness is weighted based on its position, with values given by the rules
in BS.1770 for advanced sound systems. Thus, while slightly simplified, it could be argued that
objects are measured like loudspeaker signals of an advanced sound system whose speaker positions
can change over time.

Figure 10: Schematic view of generic object-based loudness measurement
with position-dependent weighting

The second and even simpler variant is depicted in Figure 11. Again, the object signals are directly
used as input signals for the measurement algorithm, but this time no weighting based on the
position is done. Thus, the resulting measured loudness depends solely on the audio signals of the
individual objects.
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Figure 11: Schematic view of generic object-based loudness measurement
without position-dependent weighting

Finally, to investigate how close one could estimate the resulting loudness of the rendered audio
signal based on the signals of the audio objects, another variant based on a so-called loudness
signature has been introduced, as shown in Figure 12.
A loudness signature in this context is essentially a fine-grained map of weighting values that has
been especially tailored for use with a specific target speaker setup and object-panning algorithm.
Because of this awareness of the target rendering parameters, this approach was termed ‘adaptive
loudness measurement variant’. The basic idea behind using a loudness signature is that, when
proven to be useful, it could be used to identify similarities between different configurations and use
the obtained data to simplify the signatures as far as possible. One example of such a potential
simplification that has been part of the study is based on quadtree image compression, as can be
seen in Figure 13, which simplifies the weighting values by thresholding the weighting value in
spherical coordinate space.

Figure 12: Schematic view of an adaptive object-based loudness measurement with
weighting based on a target setup-dependent loudness signature
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Figure 13: Example of a loudness signature with weighting factors for each source position based on
target loudspeaker setup and rendering method.
Original high resolution version (left), and quadtree compressed example (right)

The evaluation was carried out for all three variants with real object-based audio scenes with natural
audio signals and randomized audio scenes with audio objects carrying white noise. Multiple point
source panning variants in combination with all speaker setups defined in ITU-R BS. 2051 have been
evaluated. The performance has been measured by calculating the deviation between the estimate
of the object-based loudness algorithm variant and the resulting program loudness of rendered
loudspeaker signals as currently defined by ITU-R BS.1770.
The results can be seen in Figure 14 for completely randomized audio scenes and Figure 15 for real
audio scenes. It can be seen that – independent of the audio signals or measurement variant – the
error is very small in general. This means that, while differences can be found for specific
configurations, even the simplest generic variant without weighting seems to provide reasonably
accurate loudness estimates for real world applications. This is especially true when the required
algorithmic complexity of the evaluated variants is considered.
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Figure 14: Boxplots of the deviations between the loudness variants tested and a measurement of the resulting
loudspeaker signals in accordance to ITU-R BS. 1770 for completely random audio scenes with white noise
objects. Boxes show median, quartiles, minimum, maximum, and arithmetic mean (cross).

Figure 15: Boxplots of the deviations between the tested loudness variants and a measurement on the resulting
loudspeaker signals in accordance to ITU-R BS. 1770 for real audio scenes with natural audio signals. Boxes
show median, quartiles, minimum, maximum, and arithmetic mean (cross).

It must be noted, though, that these results can only serve as a first indication, giving hints towards a
potential future truly object-based loudness measurement variant. Most importantly, it should be
highlighted that the results are only valid if the audio signals are incoherent with respect to the full
audio program runtime. Whilst this constraint was met by all the object-based audio mixes that were
available for the study, future productions might yield different results due to the continuing
evolution object-based recording and production techniques.
Finally, it can be concluded from the results at hand that the programmatic approach to loudness
monitoring taken by the ORPHEUS project is a very reasonable approach to working on live objectbased audio productions
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3.3.2

Higher-Order Ambisonics loudness measurement

In future object-based audio productions, it is also envisioned that compact microphone arrays be
used to capture sound scenes. Although the signals recorded by such microphone arrays can be
converted and transmitted as speaker signals (channel-based format), it may be advantageous to use
the Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA) format. One major obstacle to the use of the HOA format in
production is the lack of a standardised, specifically designed loudness estimation algorithm. In order
to fill this lack, b<>com conducted a study on HOA loudness estimation.

Figure 16: Comparison of loudness estimations of 8 sound scenes encoded in the HOA format using an existing
HOA loudness algorithm and the algorithm developed during the Orpheus project

Figure 16 presents some results of the investigation. In this figure, we compare loudness values
calculated for eight object-based sound scenes. On the one hand, the sound scenes were rendered to
5-channel, 9-channel and 22-channel speaker setups using amplitude panning. The method described
in Recommendation ITU-R BS.1770 was then applied to the speaker signals. The corresponding
loudness values are indicated as circles. On the other hand, the sound scenes were encoded to HOA
signals of order 1, 2 and 3 (4, 9 and 16 signals, respectively). Two different loudness estimation
algorithms were applied to the obtained HOA signals: an existing algorithm, which consists in
calculating the loudness of the “omni” signal (values indicated as diamonds), and an algorithm
designed by b<>com during the course of this study (values indicated as squares). In almost every
case, the newly designed algorithm yields loudness values that are closer to those obtained with the
speaker signals. As well, at every HOA order, the loudness calculated using the novel algorithm is
within 1 LU of the value calculated for the 22-channel version of the scene.

3.4

Personalisation constraints

Dialogue intelligibility of audio content is an issue especially for people with hearing impairments. In
[7] a Dialogue Enhancement technology as an advanced Clean Audio solution is presented to address
this problem. This technology enables the audience to individually adjust the volume of dialogue,
music, or sound effects within a single broadcast audio stream for improved speech intelligibility or
customized listening control. It reports results of a BBC and Fraunhofer IIS experiment using the
content from a Wimbledon lawn tennis tournament to test the integration of the technology into the
production workflow to find out about user reactions and to verify whether it is as helpful as
intended for a hearing-impaired audience. A user survey was linked to the playback client for
collection feedback. The user reaction to the new technology was very positive, with users reporting
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the new feature as a useful extension for TV and radio broadcasting, especially for sports content,
but also for drama.
Two uses of a single personalisation control are envisaged in the first implementations of the
ORPHEUS chain. This control can be used to alter the balance between two elements of the audio
presentation. In the first application, the balance is between speech and background music,
principally to reduce the level of background in order to increase intelligibility. In the second, it is
between commentary and crowd effects in sports events to suit two different audiences – those who
want commentary, and those who do not. This second case is of limited relevance to the ORPHEUS
project because sports events on the radio that make sense without commentary are few.
A constraint is desirable in the first use case because the complete absence of background music will
lead to a loss of dramatic content, and might even cause an editorial problem if reference is made in
the speech to sounds in the background.
In the second use case, it has previously been felt to be desirable to have a constraint in order to
prevent complete suppression of the commentary. Accidental complete suppression of commentary
(whether by misuse of a user interface control, or by persistence of a setting from one programme to
another) could lead to audience dissatisfaction if the listener wants commentary, and it is not
apparent that commentary is available. For this reason, overall audience satisfaction could be higher
if the commentary is always audible. However, this might be offset by the irritation caused to the
listener by commentary that is audible but unintelligible.
To avoid these problems, objects that have personalisation enabled in the DAW will, by default, have
a constraint generated as well.
For objects tagged as “background” the limit will be [0 .. -20dB]
For objects tagged as “commentary” the limit will be [0 .. -20dB]
The experience from the “5 live Football Experiment” [8] showed three clear preferences for the
football mix: (1) a mix of commentary and crowd with the fader in the middle of the range, (2) as
little commentator as permitted, (3) as little crowd noise as possible.

3.5

Intelligibility

Personalisation can be a useful feature to help listeners adjust programme balance to their needs.
Setting the default balance, to suit the largest proportion of the audience possible, could be aided by
the use of an objective measurement of audibility. Two projects (outside ORPHEUS) are being
monitored in the hope that they might provide tools to measure intelligibility.
The first project involves a partnership between the manufacturer RTW, well known for audio
metering products, and a division of FhG in Oldenburg (rather than at Erlangen). This is supported by
the German Ministry for Economy and Energy (BMWI), and goes by the name of “Speech
Intelligibility for Broadcast” (SI4B) [9].
The second project is at the University of Salford, as part of the S3A “Future Spatial Audio in the
Home” partnership [10]. S3A is funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC), and involves the Universities of Surrey, Salford and Southampton, and the BBC Research &
Development.
Should the opportunity arise to integrate either or both of these tools into the ORPHEUS programme
chain to assess their performance, it is intended to do so.

3.6

Control room design

A control room should provide optimal conditions to produce and evaluate the audio content of a
radio program. Therefore, it has to be isolated from outside noise, and any unwanted noise sources
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inside, e.g. fans, must be below a defined noise floor. The reverberation characteristic should be
frequency neutral and the reverberation time should be low, to hear the details in the direct sound.
Often-cited room acoustic requirements are those in ITU-R BS.1116 for use in formal subjective
evaluation tests [11]. This specification also recommends the technical parameters of the
loudspeakers to be used. However, it is unusual for radio studios to meet these, as they are very
stringent.
Even so, studio control rooms are equipped with high quality loudspeakers in optimal positions. This
is necessary to ensure that problems with the audio signals will be audible during production, such
that they can be corrected. In general there will be more, and better, loudspeakers for the sound
engineer in the control room than an audience member will have.
There is a need therefore to extend a practice that has applied to stereo and 5.1 surround sound for
many years: the provision of sub-optimal monitoring options. It is common for mixing consoles to
provide outputs to drive multiple sets of loudspeakers. These might be identified as “large” and
“small”, for example. The purpose of the “small” output is to drive loudspeakers that are more
representative of low-cost domestic installations, whilst the “large” output drives the high quality
studio monitor loudspeakers. Most of the work would be done using the monitoring loudspeakers,
and a check for compatibility with the small loudspeakers would be done from time to time, as the
programme content dictates. In addition to alternative loudspeakers, a mix to mono may also be
auditioned.
Spatial audio production in the experimental ORPHEUS studio uses 11 loudspeakers, in a “4+7+0”
layout (4 above head height, 7 at head height, none below head height).
It is anticipated that compatibility with stereo rendering, and intermediate formats needs to be
checked, and so alternative renderings will be available from the IP Studio system, selectable easily
from the mixer interface. Initially, it will provide “2.0” (conventional stereo) and “5.1” (5-channel,
planar surround) as the “sub-optimal” renderings. The 2.0 rendering can be presented on a pair of
smaller loudspeakers. It is not possible to equip the studio with a second set of 5.1 surround
loudspeakers.
It is felt currently that this provides enough options to check on quality, without presenting more
than it will be reasonable for someone to have time to check.
The choice of when to monitor the different renderings is left to the studio engineer.
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4

Distribution

In this context, “Distribution” is used to encompass the process of transferring the programme from
the studio to the provision encoder, but also to include the associated processes that take place at
this stage where the programme is finished.
The reduction in the number of simultaneous objects may be needed in this process is considered,
then the requirements for legal compliance checks, and those of archiving.

4.1

Object funnelling

During production, there need be no practical limits on the number of audio objects within a
programme – a DAW could manage thousands. Some objects – an acoustic ambience for example could last for a long time, whilst others – a sound effect of a gun shot – would only be short. During
live distribution of the object-based audio, using one audio stream for each object would result in
many streams unnecessarily using bandwidth during the time before and after the object exists.
DVB standards for “next-generation audio” have been built in commercial requirements that
stipulate that systems need support no more than 16 simultaneously decoded elements.
These two factors lead to a requirement for a process of “funnelling” to take place between
programme production and programme provision: several objects that (in the simpler case) do not
exist simultaneously are combined into a single channel.
The initial assumption in the ORPHEUS project is that this funnelling process can take place easily and
losslessly because experimental programmes will have relatively few simultaneous objects. As
complexity increases, rules may be built into production tools (the DAW, for example) such that a
limit is enforced. The limit may be derived from knowledge of the transmission system that is in use,
such as the value 16, known from DVB.
The more complex case, where the number of simultaneous objects in the programme is greater
than the number supported by the distribution (or provision) system, is yet to be explored fully. It
can be anticipated that there will be circumstances where several simultaneous objects can be
combined into a single object, with some loss, perhaps of spatial resolution, or of the ability to apply
separate processing to the objects.
A need is foreseen in the ORPHEUS project for guidance on how best to perform funnelling when loss
of information is unavoidable. This might take the form of advice on the signal processing to apply to
audio waveforms when combining objects, or on the manipulation of the metadata.

4.2

Recording of transmission for legal compliance

The BBC and BR are required to keep records of their broadcasts for a defined period of time for legal
purposes (the investigation of complaints of misleading information, for example, or failure to meet
required technical standards). These recordings need to fit for the purpose.
The recording is made of the signal that is sent to the transmitters (off-air monitoring of transmitter
operation is a separate matter).
The process has involved tape in the past, but is now computerised. In the BBC, automated recording
takes the output of a radio network’s “presentation” mixing console, after it has been subject to
dynamics processing for broadcast. The files are kept uncompressed for 1 week, and then are
compressed to save storage space. The BBC has different regulations for TV and radio, so the
retention periods are different (90 and 42 days, respectively).
For object-based audio, it will be necessary to record the audio objects and their metadata, because
the different renderings and interactivity could profoundly affect the audible result. Recording only a
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stereo rendering, for example, might conceal problems with a rendering for a 3-dimensional
constellation of 11 loudspeakers.
Calculations have not yet been done of the amount of storage that the recording of transmission will
require. Because the legal obligation is of a finite duration, it is not expected that the cost of storage
will be a significant problem.

4.3

Archiving of finished programmes

Distribution is a suitable point in the programme chain at which to take finished programmes to be
stored in the archive. The Orpheus project advocates the use of open standards throughout, and
BW64 with ADM is the assumption for archiving. This is to ensure that the files remain easy to
interpret and decode in future, as codecs (which might be proprietary) come and go.
The use of compressed formats (such as MPEG-H) is not recommended for archiving. Even though
high bit rates offer excellent audio quality, the possible loss of quality that concatenated coding
would incur means that these are not suitable.
As stated in another Deliverable, sampling at 48kHz, with 24 bits, is necessary and sufficient for
programme production.
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5

Provision

MPEG-H 3D Audio, specified as ISO/IEC 23008-3 (MPEG-H Part 3) [3], is an audio coding standard
developed by the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) which was designed to meet the
requirements of so called Next Generation Audio (NGA). It is adopted in broadcast application
standards such as ATSC 3.0 and DVB and has been selected for terrestrial UHDTV services in Korea for
which test streams are on air since April 2017.
The rendering of audio objects on arbitrary trajectories and the format conversion of loudspeaker
configurations is an integral part of MPEG-H 3D Audio standard, which provides end-to-end control
of the resulting audio quality.
Profile Level

1

2

3

4

5

Maximum sampling rate [kHz]

48

48

48

48

96

Maximum core codec channels in bit stream

10

18

32

56

56

Maximum simultaneously decoded core codec channels

5

9

16

28

28

Maximum loudspeaker outputs

2

8

12

24

24

Example loudspeaker configuration

2.0

7.1

7.1+4H

22.2

22.2

Maximum decoded objects

5

9

16

28

28

Table 1: Levels for low complexity profile of MPEG-H Audio

The MPEG-H 3D Audio standard defines subsets functionality and features for specific applications
and complexity constraints. ORPHEUS follows the Profile and Level which has been defined in ATSC
3.0 and DVB, namely the Low Complexity Profile at Level 3 [12], see Table 1 (taken from [13]). Level 3
limits the codec to 32 core codec channels from which only 16 can be decoded simultaneously. For
example, this allows decoding and rendering of 16 simultaneous audio objects or 3D speaker layouts
such as 7.1+4H with 3 additional objects. Recommended core bitrates for the different channel
configuration are listed in Table 2 (taken from [13]). These bitrate-channel configuration
combinations are the results of the ISO/IEC MPEG-H verification test [14].

Channel Configuration

Bitrate [kbs]

2.0 Stereo

96

5.1 Multi-channel surround

192

7.1+4H Immersive Audio with 4 height speakers

384

22.2 Immersive audio

768

Table 2: Recommended core bitrates for excellent audio quality for broadcast applications [13]
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6

Reception

The signal processing required for reception and consumption is

6.1



Decoding of bit-rate reduced audio object



Rendering of objects to loudspeakers or headphones



Application of personalisation features that have been transmitted (e.g. foregroundbackground balance)



Application of personalisation features that are entirely under listener control (e.g.
environment-aware loudness control)

Decoding

Decoding of bit streams will be done using one or other standardised decoders from the MPEG
family. MPEG 4 AAC and MPEG-H are the two main ones that will be used for object-based audio.
Legacy, channel-based, systems (such DAB, DVB) will use MPEG 1 Layer II or AAC. The behaviour of
these decoders is well specified in the respective standards.

6.2

Rendering

The case of rendering for the audience is similar to that in Section 3 above, in that several renderers
might be used, however, the scope of application of the ITU-R recommended does not extend
beyond programme production. The renderer in MPEG-H (from FhG) is used in the mobile app
developed by Elephant Candy. As noted in Section Error! Reference source not found., we will be
using the low-complexity level 3 mode of MPEG-H. Receivers based on web browsers will use the
VBAP renderer from BBC R&D.
A problem still to be solved for the ORPHEUS project (and more generally) is that of the possibility of
using a binaural renderer during programme production different from the one used in the listener’s
device. During production, as mentioned in Section 3.6, checks are made for compatibility with
different listening environments. Loudspeakers would normally be used for that, but the expected
prevalence of binaural listening on portable devices suggests that binaural rendering should also be
monitored. Currently, there are several possibilities at these two ends of the Orpheus chain. It is not
yet clear which will finally be used, and tests have not yet been done to establish how great the
differences in sound might be. Given that quality of experience of binaural sound can vary quite
widely between individuals, this is an area that will need careful consideration.

6.3

Personalisation

Constraints created and signalled by the broadcaster as described in Section 3.4 above, should
normally be applied: failure to do so could result in unsatisfactory experiences by the audience.
However, it is possible that manufacturers would benefit from the freedom to differentiate their
products from others by having different personalisation processing. One example foreseen is for
hard-of-hearing listeners, where the foreground/background balance might be changed beyond what
is signalled as permissible to create something more distinctive.
Dynamic range compression (DRC) has two distinct approaches: one lends itself to personalisation
much less than the other. The first requires the broadcaster to signal how much compression to
apply, either by indicating an input-output transfer characteristic - a "profile", or by transmitting a
gain coefficient for each coded frame of audio. The second passes responsibility and control entirely
to the replay device and the listener.
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Dynamic range compression controlled by the replay device allows much more individual
personalisation, and can be done in a way that is aware of the environment. BBC R&D, in
collaboration with Queen Mary University of London, has developed a technique that uses the
microphone in the replay device, such as a mobile phone, to measure environment noise and adapt
dynamic range control accordingly [15].
Initial assessments of the technique show a high degree of satisfaction. It is planned to incorporate
the algorithm into the mobile app, such that its impact on quality of experience can be assessed
further, in more realistic scenarios.
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7

Conclusions

A large part of the signal processing required for ORPHEUS’ object-based broadcasting chain has now
been defined, either by use of open international standards, or as a result of development by the
partners. Tools have been created to record and replay ADM metadata, and it is possible to record,
edit, and reproduce object-based audio in the studio to a high quality. The distribution and provision
links are largely defined by standards.
Work remains to be done in some areas, such as
Standardisation of object-based audio renderers;
Optimal processing for object funnelling in difficult cases;
Implementation and verification of dynamic range control in receiving devices;
Development of subjective test methods for cases where there is no defined reference.
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